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ABSTRACT: 

The Smart City idea is as yet developing and can be 
seen as a marking exercise by enormous enterprises, which is 
the reason the idea isn't being utilized by the United Nations 
(U.N.). Brilliant Cities will in general speak to the data, 
correspondence, and mechanical (ICT) industry alone without 
considering the qualities and social and verifiable profiles that 
a few urban areas hold as inheritances. In any case, the 
innovation inborn in Smart Cities guarantees efficiencies and 
choices that could enable urban areas to be increasingly 
comprehensive, protected, flexible, and practical as required 
by the U.N. motivation including social legacy. There is a 
prominent absence of Smart City application to social and 

verifiable urban textures. Rather, the pioneer new town approach has risen under this new rubric 
prompting numerous issues, for example, urban rot and unsustainable vehicle reliance. This investigation 
subsequently introduces an audit of the writing on the nature, difficulties, and chances of Smart Cities. 
Another Smart Cities system is proposed dependent on the components of culture, digestion, and 
administration. 
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INTRODUCTION 
One basic segment of the 
proposed Smart City system is 
administration, which is the 
institutional factor that rises 
above information examination 
and the executives to envelop 
proper change. Dealing with a 
brilliant city implies planning an 
authoritative structure that 
cultivates the most stretched out 
partner interest into urban 
administration. There are a few 
arrangements that can be 
received to facilitate and to 
oversee brilliant ventures, going  

from customary metropolitan 
government to elective methods 
of administration.  
Created nations are making their 
framework based on shrewd 
administration and supportable 
improvement for over 10 years 
now. The creating scene isn't a 
long ways behind either. As 
urban areas are created based 
on keen city model, governments 
over all districts are utilizing e-
administration to reinforce vote 
based system, native support 
and open welfare .The point of 
savvy or e-administration is to 
make the framework 
progressively straightforward 
and residents increasingly 
educated. Government data will  

never again be a storehouse of 
couple of open authorities or 
workers however available by 
all areas of society. 
 
HEALTH AND HYGIENE 
CONSIDERATION FOR SMART 
CITY 
In current scenario with 
respect to Solid Waste 
Management, there is a large 
scope for the engagement of 
Technology Partners and 
System Integrators (SI) to 
engage with Solid Waste 
Department of Municipal 
Corporation to setup right 
systems in place which help 
corporation with proper 
planning, monitoring,  
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controlling and measure through a survey of hygiene, cleanliness and liveability index. 
The proposed solution intends to implement a RFID / QR Code based and GPS enabled Solid 

Waste Management System practices within the existing landscape. The existing vehicles deployed for 
collection of solid waste will be fitted with GPS devices for vehicle tracking. RFID readers/Smart Phones 
to read the RFID/ QR Code installed on community bins. RFID tags / QR Code will be installed at each 
house and commercial establishment in the city and all the field staff collecting the solid waste will be 
provided with GPRS Based RFID readers/Smart phones. Handheld devices like GPRS based RFID 
Reader/Smart Phones or POS Device will be deployed to manage the workforce deployed for solid 
waste collection. 

Along with the physical process of complete solid waste management activity and on-premise 
availability of an operators at various Public and community toilets to manage the cleanliness and 
hygiene factor with proper amenities in place, various IoT components have enable a governance at City 
Level by respective departments. A simple mechanism of Feedback Sensors which have capability to 
share the public sentiments and report the issue to the governing authority helps them to act upon and 
take necessary action. Through the medium of Swachh Bharat Mission and under the guidelines of 
Swachh Sarveksahan, this monitoring of the amenities for citizens has been taken care. 
 
Eco-friendly infrastructure for smart city 

Smart cities can be achieved through renewable energy, clean water for domestic and industrial 
purposes, urban sanitation, and waste management systems. 
1. Goals that are ambitious and well – defined with regular progress reports. 
2. Generating electricity using sustainable resources. 
3. Strict building codes that favour green technology 
4. Investment in greener public transportation 
5. Policies and efforts to drastically cut water consumption and waste 
6. An increase in density 
7. Encouraging creative, knowledge – based economies 
8. Access to healthy and affordable food 
9. A city government that leads by example 
10. Encouraging of grassroots efforts that will engage the citizens 
 
Eco-friendly transportation for smart city 
* Fewer Emissions 

Smart cities will have fewer cars on the roadway. That means promoting and even offering ride-
sharing and bike-sharing services. Public transportation also is a main component of many smart city 
plans. That also means designing neighbourhoods and business areas that are walkable, requiring less 
time spent in cars. 
 
* Smart Cars 

Self-driving, autonomous vehicles that use far less fuel and cause fewer accidents are on the 
horizon. Hybrid and electric cars have already reduced emissions, something that will advance as more 
people buy these vehicles. And while autonomous cars might still be many years away, they will 
eventually become commonplace on roadways over the next two or three decades. 
 
Safety measures for citizens in smart city 

Application of smart solutions will enable cities to use technology, information and data to 
improve infrastructure and services. Safe cities are those which use multiple intelligence systems to 
gather public safety information effectively and respond to events efficiently, along with predicting and 
preventing suspicious activities. 

This mainly consists of a centralised video surveillance and management system for monitoring 
and controlling the security and traffic situation along with protecting population, assets and reputation 
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(reduce urban crime and improve citizen safety). Additionally, gathering information from other 
sensors such as LPR, gunshot detection, social media intelligence and more, all displayed on a GIS map 
creates better intelligence and situational awareness. 
1. Crime and defacement prevention 
2. Active shooter response 
3. Fire and natural disaster qualification 
4. Terrorism recognition and prevention 
5. Public facility safety at schools and government organizations and buildings, on public 

transportation, etc. 
6. Provisional and event security 
 
Water harvesting and conservation facility in smart city 

Instead of using the roof for catchment, the Rain Saucer, which looks like an upside-down 
umbrella, collects rain straight from the sky. This decreases the potential for contamination and makes 
potable water for developing countries a potential application. Other applications of this free-standing 
rainwater collection approach are sustainable gardening and small-plot farming. 
 
Environmental concerns for smart city 

The resulting increase in population density was likely to place significant extra demands on 
resources, including electricity and water. Simultaneously, it will also increase the output of waste in 
the form of drainage, solid waste and greenhouse gases. 
 
Smart city project: Here’s how to make youth employable 

Skill India Mission launched to find solutions for making 40 crore citizens employable by 2022 
has so far been largely driven through classroom-based training for imparting skills based on sector 
specific requirements. The solution lies in broadening the exposure to available career options, helping 
the youth to acquire cutting edge skills and demonstrate their superior capabilities and launch 
themselves into aspirational careers. (GIFT smart city photo).  

Skill India Mission launched to find solutions for making 40 crore citizens employable by 2022 
has so far been largely driven through classroom-based training for imparting skills based on sector 
specific requirements. The constraints of the availability of trainers, training facility and the familiarity 
and interest towards known career options have so far limited the potential for skill development and 
employability readiness in a number of areas. As a result of this, we find an imbalance in the skills 
demand and supply equation in certain sectors and lack of motivation and commitment to pursue 
careers with certain sections of the society. 
 
Public-private participation and role of citizen for development of smart city 

In practice, how can Indian cities engage residents in their smart city projects? 
There are many tools available to policymakers — from traditional community engagement 

activities such as community meetings, to websites like Mygov.in that ask for feedback on policies. Now, 
there are a number of reasons to think smartphones could be an important tool to help improve 
collaboration between residents and city governments in Indian cities. 

Second, smartphone apps give city governments the potential to interact directly with citizens 
to make the most of what they know and feel about their communities. 

There are several urbanization models that incorporate digital technologies to address some of 
the urbanization and sustainability challenges: Digital Cities feature the integration of digital technology 
into the city’s core infrastructure systems; Intelligent Cities rely on the digital city infrastructure to 
build intelligent buildings, transportation systems, schools, enterprises, public spaces, public services, 
etc. and to integrate them into intelligent urban systems; and Smart Cities – deploy intelligent urban 
systems at the service of socio-economic development and improving urban quality of life. 
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